
Thank you for visiting our booth at Jewellery & Gem WORLD Singapore.

We appreciate your taking time from your busy schedule to be with us.

After nearly three years of a pandemic break, we were happy to meet our distributors & customers 

face to face. The show was a great success for us. Sales were so good that most items were sold 

out within the first two days.

For those who don’t have a chance to come, we would like to introduce some of our best-selling 

products at the exhibition.



1. HEAD LOUPE HAWKEYE

The lens is very clear to see with wide vision. Made in Japan.

Lightweight and easy to carry out with a nice case.

Black color 2.0 X is the most popular at the show.

2. SOFT TIP TWEEZERS D-MASTER

It is easy to use without damaging loose stones. It is easy to rotate the front and back.
And t it is lightweight and does not feel tired.

The rubber on the tip allows me to grip the loose stones firmly without slipping away.



3. QUICK DIGITAL GAUGE MRG-25

Due to the flat measuring tip, this gauge is suitable to measure melee diamonds and pearls, and 

other small objects. The spring force at the measuring point allows everybody to get the same 
result.

4. AMC JEWELRY GLOVES BLACK

Ideal for handling jewelry and others.
No fingerprints, fat, or dirt will get on your valuable items.



5. STAINLESS STEEL PLIERS WITH RUBBER GRIP

Most customers like the good texture when you grip due to the rubber grip.

Ideal for bending and crimping work in beadwork and accessory making.

The grip and spring are made of elastomer resin, which is gentle to the hand and non-slip, for a 

soft feel when opening and closing.

Color-coded grips for each tip shape to prevent mistaken pickup.

Feature of Each model

NO.251, 252 Suitable for rounding and crimping beads.

NO253 Suitable for rounding work

NO256 Easy bending of 9-pin and T-pin.

NO257 For caulking leather straps and others.

NO258 Suitable for bending thin plates.

LIGHTBOX GLB MASTER

GLB master provides the most suitable lighting condition for Diamond grading &Color comparison.

・High color rendering ability Ra97

・Color Temperature 6500K.

・UV wavelength 365 nm

・UV uniformity 80%

Supervised by CENTRAL GEM LABORATORY Co., Ltd, designed and produced in Japan, 
following ISO standards.



MICRO GRINDER PREMO V-35S

Compact & ultralight Micro Grinder. High-spec model with high precision and ideal torque control. 
Weight: Handpiece (189 g) & Controller (82 g)

Speed: 2,000～35,000 RPM

ELECTROPLATED DIAMOND SHEET

Cuttable freely to your desired size with scissors or a knife. The back side is adhesive, so you can 

attach and use it. Using brass as the base material, it is soft and easy to handle. Very convenient 
because it is thin and can fit into narrow spaces.

For sharpening blades & For polishing chisels, tools, molds, etc.

Size: W50×H100 mm

Grit: #150, #200, #400, #600, #1000



DIAMOND DISK

High-cost performance diamond discs! Durable & Cost-effective!

Easy, faster, clean sharpening of your tools with the mounted diamond grinding wheel.

It can be used with your micro grinder or flex shaft with a shaft diameter of 2.35 mm.

Good For Sharpening, shaping, and smoothing your carbide tools, hardened metal, knife, ceramic 

and stainless steel, etc.

MINI BUFF

High-quality Japanese buff made of high-end materials. Designed for polishing small and difficult-
to-reach areas.



FOR FURTHER INFORMATION & INQUIRY, PLEASE CONTACT:

E-mail: sales@alfamirage.com

Website :https://www.alfamirage.com

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUFqrHqcGl1SkFWdfCWapaA/videos

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/amcitems/
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